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drastic economies everywhere and for a readjustment—there could
be no decrease—of taxation, and so the political issues dra-
matically ceased to be political and became economic. It was
pretty clear that to any far-reaching scheme of financial reform
there would be determined resistance on the part of all those who
were in receipt of subsidies of one kind or another, and that any
scheme would be rendered difficult of application by the slump
in world trade. The early winter of 1929 had seen the first financial
panic in America, and in the classic land of "prosperity" crisis
loomed ahead as production fell and unemployment increased.
There were the same signs of approaching crisis elsewhere; all
over the world production and prices were falling, tariff walls
were rising, currencies were shaking, and the unbalanced were
beginning to suggest the usual crisis remedies  from autarchy
downwards. By March 1930 it was obvious to most thinking
people that the world was in for a genuinely bad time, and it
was as obvious that its coming had caught governments and
peoples off their guard, and that the position was not only econo-
mically but politically dangerous. No other country was so sen-
sitive to "world crisis" as Germany. She needed capital to live
and trade with which to make borrowing possible. If both were
to be curtailed, then to avoid real economic distress a tremendous
national effort would be needed. One says tremendous by force
of habit; actually the effort needed was not tremendous; what
had to be tremendous was the intelligence of rulers to see the
realities of the position, their courage to say that sacrifice was
necessary and the resolution of a nation thus unexpectedly dis-
illusioned, to think of nothing else but getting on with the sacrifice.
The Young plan, whatever views one may hold on the economic
wisdom of indemnities, had no creative influence at all on the
crisis. Had the circumstances remained normal there was not the
least doubt of the value of the Young plan to Germany with its
complete definiteness on German indebtedness or of Germany's
ability to pay its toll. That was the view of the enormous majority
of thinking and expert opinion in 1930 and it has never been
refuted. One can hardly sum up the situation better than in the
words of the President in his manifesto to the nation on his

